[Autonomic regulatory disorders of the sinus rhythm in the pathogenesis of cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy in vibration- induced disease].
As a result of the sinus cardiac rhythm (SR) analysis in the medical examination of 47 healthy persons along with 55 and 105 patients with respectively 1st and 2nd degrees of the disease caused by local vibration,--dysregulatory vegetative disorders were revealed, which participated in the formation of the cardiovascular autonomic neuropathy nonspecific syndrome. Studies of the SR wave structure absolute values both at rest and in the active ortho test dynamics in VD patients revealed a marked suppression of the sympathetic and parasympathetic influences on the rhythm with shifting of the SR-determination to the humoral metabolic level and lowered activity in stimulation response. The sequence and degree of manifestations of the dysregulatory disorders corresponded to the vibration disease stage and reflected generalization of the pathologic development.